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Abstract 
The stress required for the propagation of twin boundaries in a sample with fine twins increases 
monotonically with ongoing deformation. In contrast, for samples with a single twin boundary, the 
stress exhibits a plateau over the entire twinning deformation range. We evaluate the twin 
boundary and magnetic domain boundary interactions for increasing twin densities. As the twinned 
regions get finer, these interaction regions result in additional magnetic domains that form 
magnetoelastic defects with high magnetostress concentrations. These magnetoelastic defects act 
as obstacles for twinning disconnections and, thus, harden the material. Whereas in a low twin 
density microstructure, these high-energy concentrations are absent or dilute and their 
effectiveness is reduced by the synergistic action of many twinning disconnections. Therefore, 
with increasing twin density, the interaction of twin boundary and magnetic domain boundaries 
reduces the twin boundary mobility. The defect strength has a distribution such that twinning 
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disconnections overcome soft obstacles first and harder obstacles with ongoing deformation. The 
width of the distribution of obstacle strength and the density of obstacles increase with increasing 
twin density and, thus, the hardening coefficient increases with increasing twin density. 
Introduction 
Shape memory alloys are materials, which undergo diffusionless transformation (martensitic 
transformations) and exhibit strain reversal with the application of mechanical or thermal energy. 
The thermal energy promotes deformation while the material is heated through martensite-
austenite transformation. Ni-Mn-Ga belongs to a class of magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys 
that undergo deformation by means of heat, mechanical stress, and magnetic field. While the 
deformation through heating/cooling occurs through crystallographic reorientation between 
austenite and martensite phases, the mechanical stress or a magnetic field promotes the 
deformation by crystallographic reorientation within the martensite state. Ni-Mn-Ga has multiple 
martensite variants and it is also magnetically anisotropic, with the c-axis as the easy axis of 
magnetization [1,2]. When a mechanical stress/magnetic field induced deformation takes place, 
the magnetic orientation depends on the orientation of the c-axis in the martensite variant [3]. The 
mechanism of this deformation in Ni-Mn-Ga MSM alloys is twinning [4]. While twinning occurs, 
the regions on either side of the twin boundary consist of different crystallographic orientations. 
Thus, twin domains have different magnetization orientations across the twin boundary. While the 
material is deforming, the twin boundary propagates across the sample and crystallographic 
reorientation takes place. One twin region grows at the expense of the other.  This crystallographic 
reorientation can take place with a single twin boundary or with many twin boundaries moving 
simultaneously. The amount of deformation in the MSM alloy is typically quantified by 
conducting uniaxial compression test. Many research groups have characterized the mechanical 
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properties of these MSM alloys with and without a magnetic field [5–8]. Other research groups 
have studied the magnetic domains [9–15] and twin boundary structure, type, and mobility [15–
20].  
Before the research in magnetic shape memory alloys steered towards the study of twin boundaries 
in Ni-Mn-Ga, L. Straka et al. [21,22] studied the mechanical behavior of these alloys by varying 
the number of twin boundaries in the sample. The experimental results showed that the sample 
with many twin boundaries required high stress compared to the sample with a single twin 
boundary to move the twin boundaries through the sample. In addition, the stress monotonically 
increased with increasing strain for the sample with many twin boundaries, i.e. the samples exhibit 
work hardening (Figure 1, [21]). In contrast, there is a stress plateau for the sample with a single 
twin boundary. Later as the research advanced in the MSM field, it was recognized that the twin 
boundaries in Ni-Mn-Ga can be classified into Type I and Type II. In 2016, Heczko et al. [23] 
studied the mechanical behavior of Ni-Mn-Ga alloys with single type I, single type II, and fine 
twins. Again, the stress-strain curves for single twin boundary exhibited plateau while for the fine 
twin boundaries the stress increased monotonically. Researchers speculated that the interaction of 
twin boundaries with magnetic defects or mutual interactions of differently oriented twins caused 
this work hardening [23]. The work hardening affects functional properties of magnetic shape 
memory alloys such as the magnetic switching field and hysteresis losses. Understanding these 
properties will aid the design of MSM actuators and sensors. 
In the present study, we evaluate these twin boundary and magnetic domain interactions for 
increasing twin density in Ni-Mn-Ga sample by using micromagnetic simulations. We use a code 
developed by Garcia-Cervera [24]. Hobza et al. used this code to study magnetic torque 
phenomena in Ni-Mn-Ga [25]. Here, we add magnetic energy mapping to this code to identify the 
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structure and energy of defects resulting due to the interaction of magnetic domains and twin 
boundaries. The results show that the interaction of magnetic domain boundaries and twin 
boundaries cause the hardening of fine twinned Ni-Mn-Ga.  
Micromagnetics: 
In the present study, we simulate the domain evolution using micromagnetics. We obtain the 
equilibrium magnetic state with respect to time with a fixed twin microstructure, i.e. with static 
twin boundaries. Studying the static twin boundary state allows us to investigate greater details at 
interaction sites of magnetic domains and twin boundaries. Garcia-Cervera [24] developed this 
micromagnetics code and Hobza et al. [25] applied it to Ni-Mn-Ga system to study the torque 
generated by a magnetic field on samples with various twin microstructures.  This code evaluates 
the Landau-Lifshitz equation. In our method, we only solve linear systems of equations with 
constant coefficients. The cost per step of our method is O(N log N), where N is the number of 
cells.  Using this customized micromagnetics code we obtained magnetic energies for magnetic 
equilibrium structures at varying twin densities in Ni-Mn-Ga. The equilibrium magnetic structures 
and energies obtained through these simulations take into account the anisotropy, exchange, stray 
field, and Zeeman energies. The code solves the following Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation to 




⁄ = −𝜇0𝛾 𝐌 × 𝐇 − 𝛼 (
𝜇0𝛾
𝑀𝑠
⁄ ) 𝐌 × [𝐌 × 𝐇]  (1) 
where M(r) is the magnetization density at position r, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, α is the 
dimensionless damping parameter, and H(r) is the magnetic field, which is the negative derivative 
of total energy with respect to magnetization: 
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 𝐇 =  −
δ𝐸
𝜇0δ𝐌
=  − (
2𝐾𝑢
𝜇0𝑀𝑠2
⁄ ) (𝑀2 + 𝑀3) + (
2𝐶𝑒𝑥
𝜇0𝑀𝑠2
⁄ ) ∆𝐌 − ∇𝐔 + 𝐇ext (2) 
where Ku is the anisotropy constant, Ms is the saturation magnetization, M2 and M3 are 
magnetization components that are orthogonal to the axis of easy magnetization, Cex is the 
exchange constant, µo is magnetic permeability of free space and Hext is the external magnetic 
field.1 The individual summation terms in equation (2) are the energies associated with 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, exchange interaction, stray field and external magnetic field. In the 
present study, we evaluate the evolution of magnetic domain structures to study the twin boundary 
motion in the absence of an external magnetic field. Therefore, the Zeeman energy term is 
neglected in this calculation (i.e. Hext = 0). While the other energy terms are briefed as follows: 
magnetocrystalline energy is the energy associated with the orientation of magnetic domains with 
respect to the axis of easy magnetization, the exchange energy is the short range interaction energy 
between neighboring magnetic moments, and the stray field is associated with magnetic domain 
splitting respectively. A detailed description of these energy terms and the micromagnetics code 
is given in [25]. 
 
Numerical simulation 
We studied the effect of twin boundary density on hardening by increasing the twin density and 
evaluating the distribution of magnetic moments and their resulting magnetic energies. We 
conducted micromagnetic simulations to obtain the magnetic energies and equilibrium magnetic 
structures to evaluate the magnetic domain and twin boundary interactions. The twin densities 
 
1 Equations 1 and 2 are given in SI unites and differ from those given in Ref. [24]. 
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were varied from a minimum of 1.7 µm-1 to a maximum of 47 µm-1 on samples with 1 to 5% strain 
(with 1% increments) i.e. elongating the sample. The sample sizes used to conduct this study varied 
from 1.56 µm x 0.53 µm x 0.36 µm (1% strain) to 1.63 µm x 0.50 µm x 0.36 µm (5% strain).  
Therefore as the sample dimension changes with strain the minimum and maximum twin density 
at each strain percent is slightly different. The number of twin boundaries in a sample where 
systematically increased from lowest twin density with one twin boundary to the highest twin 
density with 65 twin boundaries. While doing so, the fraction of region with the c-axis (axis of 
easy magnetization) parallel and perpendicular to the sample length was determined from the strain 
on the sample. Throughout the sample length, the twin boundaries were inclined at 45⁰ with the 
sample edge and across these twin boundaries the direction of easy magnetization (which 
corresponds to the crystallographic c axis) was defined as 90⁰. The schematic representation of the 
simulation set up for single twin boundary system and a dense twin boundary system is shown in 
Figure 2. The horizontal and vertical lines within the twinned regions represents its preferred 
direction of magnetization, which is nearly 90⁰ across the twin boundaries. The volume of the 
simulation sample was divided into 384 cells along the longest dimension and 192 cells along the 
intermediate dimension making it 73728 cells in total. Therefore, the dimension of each cell is ~ 
4.06 nm x 2.7 nm (at 1% strain) and each of these cells has an assigned magnetization vector. In 
these simulations, we used a saturation magnetization of 0.61 T (4.85 x 105 A/m) [26].  This defines 
the magnetic moment per cell as in previous studies [25]. Each simulation ran for 20,000 iterations. 
Therefore, to obtain a magnetic structure with minimum energy configuration, we added multiple 
runs that continue from the previously ended run, making it 180,000 iterations. The individual 
magnetic energy contributions (anisotropy, exchange, and stray field energy) for the equilibrium 
state were also obtained during these simulations. All the magnetic energies and domain structures 
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for the equilibrium states obtained for this study were generated in the absence of an external 
magnetic field. 
Results 
Figure 3 shows the magnetic energy density maps for twin densities ranging from 1.7 to 47 µm-1 
for samples with 1 to 5% strain. For low twin densities (up to about 5 µm-1), the calculated energies 
did not differ significantly. Therefore, the energy values appeared scattered with no particular 
trend. At higher twin densities (from about 8.4 to 47 µm-1), for samples with 2, 3, and 4% strain, 
the energy density increased linearly with increasing twin density and with increasing strain. In 
contrast, for samples with 1 and 5% strain, the energy density regressed at higher twin density. 
This non-linear dependence was due to the magnetic resolution dependence on the cell size. With 
a 384 x 192 cell size, at 1 and 5% the finest twinned regions (i.e. the region between two twin 
boundaries) were about 12.5 nm wide, which was equivalent to a magnetic domain wall size [27]. 
At this scale, there were only 3 cells in the twinned region (cell size at 1% strain = 4.06 nm x 2.7 
nm) i.e. the actual rotation of magnetic moments within one cell was large such that the averaging 
of magnetic moments within one cell lead to large errors. The averaging of magnetic moments in 
one cell resulted in incorrect magnetic domain patterns when the twin width correlated with the 
magnetic domain wall thickness. This was the case for 1 and 5% strain at large twin density. 
However, due to different strains effecting the twin width in our simulations, the smallest twin 
width for the strains 2 and 4% is ~20 nm and for 3% is ~24 nm, which are larger than the domain 
wall size. For 1, 2, 4, and 5% strain, the twin domains with c parallel and perpendicular to the 
sample axis have different thickness. In these cases, the minimum twin width of 12.5 nm (1 and 
5% strain) and 20 nm (2 and 4% strain), respectively, is smaller than the average twin width. For 
3% strain all twins have the same thickness. 
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We performed 40 simulations including 8 twin densities for each strain state ranging from 1 to 5% 
with 1% increments. From these we selected the sample with 3% strain to demonstrate the 
magnetic structures. Figure 4 shows the equilibrium magnetic domain structures for twin densities 
ranging from 1.7 (Figure 4a) to 44.1 µm-1 (Figure 4h) for a sample with 3% strain. Colors red (←), 
blue (→), yellow (↑) and green (↓) represent the direction of magnetic moments. At lower twin 
densities, from Figure 4a to Figure 4d (i.e. 1.7 to 7.1 µm-1) the magnetic structures formed 90⁰ 
domains across the twin boundary and 180⁰ domains within the twinned regions resulting in a 
staircase like magnetic domain pattern across the twin boundaries. These results agree with the 
experimental characterization of magnetization with magneto-optics reported by O. Söderberg et 
al [10]. At higher twin densities, as the twinned regions became thinner i.e. going from 15.7 to 
24.5 µm-1 twin density (Figure 4e and Figure 4f) these staircase like transition regions moved 
towards the sample edges and became less prominent. The center of the sample had twinned 
regions with single magnetic domains separated by 90⁰ domain walls across the twin boundary. 
As the twinned regions got even finer (33.9 and 44.1 µm-1) additional vertical magnetic domains 
appeared that were perpendicular to the sample length (Figure 4g and Figure 4h). The formation 
of these vertical magnetic domains at higher twin densities for 2 and 4% strains are shown in 
Appendix A. Figure 5 shows the contribution of each magnetic energy term (anisotropy, exchange, 
and stray field energy) towards the total magnetic energy for these equilibrium structures (at 3% 
strain). With increasing twin density (from 1.7 to 44.1 µm-1) the anisotropy and exchange energy 
increased monotonically while the stray field energy remained about constant, and the anisotropy 
energy contributed the most to the total magnetic energy.Figure 6 shows the equilibrium magnetic 
domain structure for a single twin boundary system. The colors in the figure represent the 
orientation of magnetic moments indicated by the arrows. In the twin domain with c horizontal, a 
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180° magnetic domain boundary extended from the twin boundary to the surface of the sample. 
This magnetic domain boundary connected with another 180° magnetic domain boundary in the 
twin domain with c vertical. Additional vertical 180° magnetic domain boundaries extended from 
surface to surface. These results agree with the experimental Kerr microscopic images reported by 
Perevertov et al. [28] and Heczko et al.[29]. Closure domains formed where 180° magnetic domain 
boundaries reached the surface. A region on a magnetic domain boundary and the region at the 
intersection of magnetic domain and twin boundary are magnified in the top two figures. The 
arrows in these magnified regions show the orientation of magnetic moments. The regions on 
either side of the twin boundary formed 180⁰ magnetic domains. These 180⁰ domain walls contain 
multiple magnetic vortices. The magnetic energy distribution (i.e. the contribution from 
anisotropy, exchange and stray field energies to the equilibrium state) of a selected region at the 
intersections of the twin boundary and magnetic domain boundaries is represented in Figure 7. The 
anisotropy and exchange energies were heightened at the twin boundary and at the domain 
boundary. At the twin boundary, the energies were about 100 kJ/m3, at magnetic domain boundary 
about 200 kJ/m3, and within the magnetic domains, the energies were less than 25 kJ/m3. Whereas 
the stray field energy was less than 25 kJ/m3 throughout the sample. 
As the twinned regions got finer, additional magnetic domains formed that were perpendicular to 
the sample length. In such an equilibrium magnetic domain structure, there were regions where 
the twin boundaries interacted strongly with the vertical magnetic domain boundaries and there 
were regions where the twin boundaries did not or only weakly interact with the vertical magnetic 
domains. Figure 8 is the equilibrium magnetic domain structure for such a dense twin boundary 
system. A region from a regular twin boundary distribution and from the vertical magnetic domain 
feature is magnified in the inset to show the local orientation of magnetic moments. In the regular 
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twin boundary region the magnetic moments within the twinned regions were oriented parallel to 
the axis of easy magnetization i.e. the magnetic moments arrangement was such that they form 
90⁰ domain walls across the twin boundaries (blue (→) followed by green (↓) across the twin 
boundaries). This pattern continued across the entire length of the sample except where the twins 
interact with the vertical magnetic domain boundary. The red circle highlights a region where twin 
boundaries and the vertical magnetic domain boundaries interact. Here, the 90⁰ domain walls no 
longer existed. In this region, irrespective of the twin boundaries, all the magnetic moments aligned 
horizontally. Within the twins, the magnetic domains tended to orient at a certain angle pointing 
upwards (approximately parallel to the twin boundaries as emphasized with the titled red 
rectangle). Figure 9 shows the individual magnetic energy distribution for the regular twin 
boundary region and the vertical domain feature. The anisotropy energy in the regular twin 
boundary region was significantly lower compared to that in the vertical magnetic domain feature. 
Right at the intersection of the twin boundary and the vertical domain wall there were high 
concentrations of anisotropy energy and also the alternating regions within the vertical domain 
feature had high anisotropy energy. 
The total magnetic energy (sum of anisotropy, exchange, and stray field energy) for a single twin 
boundary system is compared to a dense twin boundary system in Figure 10.  The distribution of 
magnetic energy was uniform (and low) throughout the sample except at transition regions for the 
single twin boundary system and at magnetic domain boundaries. Whereas in a dense twin 
boundary system with multiple vertical magnetic domains there were localized energy 
concentrations (≈ 300-400 kJ/m3) at the intersection of the vertical magnetic domain and twin 





To study the twin boundary mobility in Ni-Mn-Ga with fine twinned structure, we evaluated the 
mesoscale magnetic defects and the magnetic energies associated with these defects. Here we 
discuss how these magnetic defects lead to the work hardening in densely twinned Ni-Mn-Ga. 
In shape memory alloys, deformation twinning (i.e. the motion of twin boundaries) is the dominant 
deformation mechanism [30]. The twinning disconnection [31] (or twinning dislocation) is the 
elemental carrier of localized displacements [32]. As a twinning disconnection moves along the 
twin boundary, the twin boundary is displaced by the disconnection step height and one twin 
domain gets displaced with respect to the other twin domain by the Burgers vector.  
Three basic mechanisms contribute to the twinning stress in shape memory alloys: (i) the Peierls 
stress [33], (ii) the nucleation stress for generating twinning disconnections [19], and (iii) the 
interaction of disconnections with other defects such as other twin boundaries [34] and other 
twinning disconnections [35]. The threshold stress for the twin boundary mobility depends on twin 
dislocations and their interaction with interfaces. When the twinning disconnections come closer 
to an interface, they have to overcome their mutual repulsive interaction. As they overcome this 
energy barrier with higher mechanical stress, the twinning disconnections move further and get 
stuck at the domain interface in a position of local mechanical equilibrium. In the present study, 
the energy barriers in a fine twin system are the high concentrations of anisotropy energy (Figure 
9 and also visible in the total magnetic energy plot in Figure 10b).   
High magnetic energy concentration arise where twin boundaries interact with the vertical 
magnetic domains (Figure 8). These sites form the transition zones (highlighted in circle pattern, 
Figure 8) where the magnetic moments are perpendicular to the c-axis (easy axis of magnetization) 
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giving rise to high localized internal magnetostress [26,36]. These regions – we call them 
magnetoelastic defects – are the same regions that have high concentrations of anisotropy energy 
(highlighted in oval pattern, Figure 9). The magnetostress is highest when the magnetic field is 
perpendicular to c. In such a case, the magnetic field exceeds the saturation field and the maximum 
shear stress exerted by the magnetic field is  
𝐾
𝑠
 ( is about 1.37 MPa, where K = 1.65 x 105 J/m3 is 
the anisotropy constant for 5M structure [37] and s = 0.1274 is the twinning shear [20]). The 
concentration of such magnetoelastic defects increases with increasing twin density. As the twin 
regions become finer, the contribution from anisotropy energy drastically increases (Figure 5) 
thereby increasing the total magnetic energy (Figure 3). As the twinning disconnections move 
along the twinning plane, they approach these high energy magnetoelastic defects, which they 
experience as obstacles. The twinning dislocations require higher mechanical stress to move past 
these magnetoelastic defects. 
In regions where the twin boundaries do not interact with the vertical magnetic domain, there are 
no such energy concentrations (Figure 10). This is because, across the twin boundaries, the 
magnetic moments are oriented parallel to their axis of easy magnetization (magnified region in 
Figure 8: blue (↔) followed by green (↕)). This results in zero internal magnetostress. So, the 
twinning dislocations move along the twin boundary without experiencing any obstacles. 
In their statistical model,  N. I. Glavatska et al. [38] assume a distribution of stress sources in 
magnetic shape memory alloys. The normal Gauss distribution of the magnetostress effect was 
used to obtain results for qualitative consideration which lead to this equation: 
 






 (|𝜎𝑛| − |𝜎𝑐|) is the critical stress that is needed to overcome the pinning of the twin boundaries. 
Where, |𝜎𝑛| is the stress of the n
th twin boundary, |𝜎𝑐| is the average stress value from the stress 
distribution curve, and  σ0 is a parameter describing the width of the distribution.   
Here, we identify magnetic vortices and the transition regions at the vertical magnetic domain 
boundaries in densely twinned structures as stress sources. In these regions, the magnetic moments 
are strongly inclined away from the direction of easy magnetization. Thus, the local magnetic field 
has a substantial component perpendicular to c and causes a magnetostress [36]. In 2004, 
Chernenko et.al.[26] modified the statistical model that was proposed by Glavatska et al. to 
theoretically study the magnetoelastic behaviour of Ni-Mn-Ga with single and poly variant 
microstructures. They use σ0 = 1.1 MPa i.e. the twinning stress ranges to a maximum of 2.2 MPa.  
From their stress-strain loops (obtained at magnetic fields higher than saturation), the stress 
(mechanical stress + magnetostress) at 1.5% for a poly variant Ni-Mn-Ga is 3.25 MPa [26]. 
With increasing twin density, the density of magnetoelastic defects increase and so does the density 
of local magnetic stress concentrations. Further, the strength of these magnetoelastic defects is 
more widely distributed. In addition, with higher twin density, more twinning disconnections 
contribute to the total deformation. The following deformation path emerges: At the onset of 
deformation, only those disconnections move, that are far away from a magnetoelastic defect. The 
motion of these disconnections requires low stress. Eventually, these disconnections encounter a 
strong magnetoelastic defect and stop moving. Other disconnections start to move at a slightly 
higher stress. As deformation goes on, more and more disconnections encounter stronger 
magnetoelastic defects and require higher and higher stress for deformation to proceed. This is the 
work hardening mechanism in highly twinned Ni-Mn-Ga. As the twin density increases, the 
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obstacle density and the width of their strength distribution increase and, thus, the work hardening 
coefficient (i.e. the slop of the stress-strain curve) increases. Glavatska et al. and Chernenko et al. 
found a stress variation of 1-3 MPa [26,38] as discussed above. These stress distributions lead to 
a corresponding hardening range and agrees well with the mechanical properties reported by Straka 
et al. (Figure 1, [21]). 
At low twin density, magnetic domain boundaries have high energy and form magnetoelastic 
defects at twin boundaries (Figures 6 and 7). However, these defects are very widely spaced such 
that many twinning disconnections travel between them. These twinning disconnections form 
dislocation pile-ups. The force on the head dislocation of a pile-up is the regular force exerted by 
the applied shear stress multiplied by the number of dislocations in the pile-up ([39], also e.g. 
[40]). Therefore, the twinning disconnections overcome these defects at very low applied stress. 
This explains the stress plateau for deformation of samples with only one twin boundary (Figure 
1).  
For highly twinned microstructures, only one or a few twinning disconnections travel between two 
magnetoelastic obstacles. The number of disconnections per obstacle decreases with increasing 
twin density because the density of defects increases. Thus, the thinner the twins are, fewer the 
disconnections assist the active dislocation overcoming an obstacle. This further adds to the 
hardening rate. 
Conclusions 
We evaluated the magnetic domains and twin boundary interactions in Ni-Mn-Ga. We found that 
as the twinned regions get finer, the magnetic interactions with twin boundaries form 
magnetoelastic defects with the magentization perpendicular to the axis of easy magnetization. 
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This configuration results in high stress concentrations. The magnetoelastic defects play an 
important role for twin boundary mobility. The moving twinning disconnections require higher 
mechanical stress to overcome these local stress concentrations. Thus, magnetoelastic defects act 
as obstacles for twin boundary motion. In contrast to the dense twin structure, the synergistic action 
of many twinning disconnections reduces the effectiveness of magnetoelastic defects in 
microstructures with low twin density. Therefore, in a single twin boundary system or a less dense 
twin structure, the twin boundaries propagate across the sample with a constant stress. The higher 
the twin density, the more effectively magnetoelastic defects hinder twin boundary motion. 
Together with the statistical distribution of defects, these mechanisms result in work hardening. 
Therefore, the work hardening rate increases with increasing twin density. 
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Figure 1: Stress-strain curves for a sample with a single twin boundary (red) and with fine 
twins (blue). The sample with only one twin boundary exhibits a stress plateau at about 0.1 
MPa. The sample with fine twins exhibits clear work hardening over a stress range from 0.4 
to 2 MPa. Reproduced from [20] with permission of the American Institute of Physics. 
 
 
Figure 2: Schematic of the sample with (a) single twin boundary and (b) dense twin structure. 
The horizontal and vertical lines represent the orientation of the c-axis (axis of easy 





Figure 3: Plot of total magnetic energy densities as a function of increasing twin density for 







Figure 4: The evolution of equilibrium magnetic domain structures of Ni-Mn-Ga at 3% 
strain with increasing twin density from 1.7 to 44.1 µm-1. The colors red (←), blue (→), yellow 





Figure 5: Plot of anisotropy, exchange and stray field energy densities with increasing twin 








Figure 6: Equilibrium magnetic domain structure for a single twin boundary in the sample. 
The orientation of magnetic moments at the twin boundary and domain boundary are 
magnified in the regions indicated by rectangles. The 45⁰ is the twin boundary. The c-axis 
(axis of easy magnetization) in this case is defined to be parallel (horizontal) in the left twin 
domain and perpendicular (vertical) in the right twin domain with respect to the length of 
the sample. Within these twin domains, the magnetic moments are aligned parallel to the c-
axis and form 180⁰ (anti-parallel) domains walls. These 180⁰ from the adjacent twin domains 
tend to connect at the twin boundary, thereby resulting in a 90⁰ domain wall. Colors red (←), 
blue (→), yellow (↑) and green (↓) represent the direction of magnetic moments. The arrows 





Figure 7: Magnetic energy distribution for a single twin boundary in the sample. The 








Figure 8: Equilibrium magnetic domain structure for a dense twin structure in the sample. 
The orientation of magnetic moments for regular twin boundary region (left inset) and 
vertical domain regions (right inset) are magnified. The vertical domain regions formed at 
magnetic domain boundaries that separated the magnetic domains that are oriented down 
(green) and up (yellow). Colors red (←), blue (→), yellow (↑) and green (↓) represent the 
direction of magnetic moments. The black dotted lines are a guide to identify the twin 
boundaries. The regions of intersection between twin boundary and the vertical magnetic 
domains are highlighted in red circles which is where the magnetic moments are aligned 
perpendicular to the c-axis (↕). The alternating horizontal and vertical lines represent the 
orientation of the c-axis (axis of easy magnetization). The arrows in the magnified sections 






Figure 9: Individual magnetic energies for a dense twin structure in regular twin boundary 
region (left square inset) and vertical domain regions (right square inset). The high 
concentration of anisotropy energy at the intersection of the twin boundary and vertical 





Figure 10: Total magnetic energy for (a) single twin boundary and (b) dense twin structure 
in Ni-Mn-Ga. The interaction regions of twin boundary and vertical magnetic domains are 
highlighted in the energy distribution plot. The magnetic energy at this region is also 












Figure A.1: The equilibrium magnetic domain structures of Ni-Mn-Ga with the formation 
of vertical magnetic domains at (a) 2% and (b) 4% strain with highest twin density of 47.3 
µm-1 and 46.4 µm-1 respectively. The colors red (←), blue (→), yellow (↑), and green (↓) in 
the figures represent the direction of magnetic moments.  
